Accurate uncertainty quantification is crucial for many applications where decisions are in play. Examples include medical diagnosis and selfdriving vehicles. We propose a new method that is based directly on the bias-variance decomposition, where the parameter uncertainty is given by the variance of an ensemble divided by the number of members in the ensemble, and the aleatoric uncertainty plus the squared bias is estimated by training a separate model that is regressed directly on the errors of the predictor. We demonstrate that this simple sequential procedure provides much more accurate uncertainty estimates than the current state-of-the-art on two MRI reconstruction tasks.
Introduction
With the rapid developments of artificial intelligence technology, many areas in our society begin to use AI to assist humans for decision making (Witherspoon & Fadrhonc, 2019) . In general, AI methods are known to work well when trained with a large amount of data (Rajpurkar et al., 2017; Esteva et al., 2017) , but can still make mistakes when tested on new data. On tasks that are related to human safety, such as computer-aided diagnosis or autonomous driving, it is especially important to accurately estimate the uncertainty in the model predictions.
The uncertainty can be classified into two categories: epistemic and aleatoric. According to (Kiureghian & Ditlevsen, 2007) , the epistemic uncertainty is reducible by gathering more data or by refining models. On the other hand, the aleatoric uncertainty cannot be reduced. (Kendall & Gal, 2017) uses this definition to quantify uncertainties in computer vision tasks, where they model the aleatoric as the heteroscedastic label noise, and the epistemic as the randomness in the model parameters. However, the model bias, which can be reduced if we have more knowledge in the structure of the underlying model, seems to be missing from the epistemic uncertainty quantification. (Kennedy & O'Hagan, 2001 ) provides a more fine-grained categorization of uncertainty into six terms. Among them, the parameter and experimental uncertainties correspond to the epistemic and aleatoric uncertainties in (Kendall & Gal, 2017) , and the structural uncertainty corresponds to the missing model bias. For clarity, from now on we switch to the uncertainty terminologies defined in (Kennedy & O'Hagan, 2001) for the rest of this paper.
We model the three aforementioned uncertainties from (Kennedy & O'Hagan, 2001) using the bias-variance decomposition, where the squared bias, noise and variance terms from the decomposition correspond to the structural, experimental and parameter uncertainties respectively.
We first apply our method to a toy example and show that by squeezing out the structural uncertainty from the total, the experimental uncertainty can be more accurately measured. We then apply our method to two MRI reconstruction tasks in the fastMRI challenge 1 , and show that we achieve the state-of-the-art uncertainty quantification results.
The contributions of this paper are:
• Novel uncertainty decomposition for deep ensembles with parameter uncertainty inversely scaled by the number of ensemble members.
• Two-stage process for target and uncertainty estimations that significantly reduces the bias and improves uncertainty prediction results compared to the current state-of-the-art.
• Strong adaptability to both simple and complex models, easy to implement and requires no modification to the model.
• Clarification of the uncertainty quantification terminologies used in the machine learning and computer vision communities.
Related Works
In the following text, we denote x as the input data, y(x) the noisy label, h(x) the true label and (x) the label noise. (Gal & Ghahramani, 2016 ) is a Bayesian method that quantifies the predictive uncertainty by adding dropout (Srivastava et al., 2014) to the neural networks. For each input x, they run the network T times to produce T Monte Carlo predictionsŷ t (x)'s. Their final prediction is E[ŷ t (x)] and the predictive uncertainty is Var[ŷ t (x)] + const.
Many estimation problems can be written in the form of:
with the heteroscedastic noise (x) ∼ N (0, σ 2 (x)). (Nix & Weigend, 1994) introduced a method to estimate both h(x) and σ 2 (x) simultaneously by splitting the last layer of a neural work into two branches [ŷ(x),σ 2 (x)] and minimizing the negative Gaussian log-likelihood:
. (Kendall & Gal, 2017; Tanno et al., 2017) extended this idea by adding dropout to the neural network to produce T Monte Carlo estimates
] parameterizes a Gaussian distribution. Thus, the T samples parameterize a Gaussian mixture distribution, whose mean is 1
The two terms in the total variance are the experimental and parameter uncertainties respectively. The experimental models the variance σ 2 (x) of the label noise distribution, and the parameter models the randomness of the model parameters.
Both (Nix & Weigend, 1994) and (Kendall & Gal, 2017) estimate the experimental uncertainty using the learned loss attenuation from the Gaussian log-likelihood loss. When there are multiple annotations per image, (Hu et al., 2019) proposed to explicitly model the experimental uncertainty based on the Probabilistic U-net (Kohl et al., 2018) by treating the inter-grader variability as the target in supervised learning. (Lakshminarayanan et al., 2017) proposed a non-Bayesian method to estimate the predictive uncertainty using deep ensembles. Following (Nix & Weigend, 1994) , they split the last layer of each ensemble network into two branches [ŷ(x),σ 2 (y)], and train the network using a proper scoring rule as the Gaussian log-likelihood. The outputs from the deep ensemble models parameterize a Gaussian mixture distribution, whose mean and total variance have the same form as in (Kendall & Gal, 2017) . However, instead of decomposing the total variance into experimental and parameter, they approximate the Gaussian mixture distribution with a single Gaussian of the same mean and variance, where the variance is used as the predictive uncertainty. They also show that the predictive uncertainty can be improved using adversarial training (Goodfellow et al., 2015) . (Zhu & Laptev, 2017) proposed to decompose the prediction uncertainty from Bayesian neural networks into model uncertainty, homoscedastic inherent noise and model misspecification. They estimate the sum of the model uncertainty and model misspecification using the variance of samples from the Monte Carlo dropout, and homoscedastic inherent noise by computing the variance of an independent validation set under the assumptions that their predictor is unbiased and their training set is very large.
Method
Following the notations in Section 2, the mean squared error for any model predictionŷ(
which can be decomposed into bias 2 , noise and variance from the bias-variance decomposition as follows:
(2)
For (Kendall & Gal, 2017) ,ŷ(x) represents a target prediction from one MC dropout sample, so the mean of the MC target predictions model Eŷ (x) [ŷ(x)]. Further, the experimental and parameter uncertainties model σ 2 (x) and Var[ŷ(x)] in Eq. 4 respectively.
Uncertainty Decomposition for Deep Ensembles
We estimate the parameter uncertainty by training a "deep ensemble" (see e.g. (Lakshminarayanan et al., 2017) ). We train an ensemble of K members where each member predicts the target label. The mean of this ensemble is:
is used as the estimator for Eŷ (x) [ŷ(x)]. Assuming the ensemble members are i.i.d., applying the same bias-variance decomposition toμ(x) gives:
The parameter uncertainty is now provided by the variance ofμ(x), which is equal to
where Var[ŷ(x)] represents the variance of the ensemble itself and K is the number of members in the ensemble. The factor 1/K seems to be missed in earlier works.
In addition, we usê
as an estimator for the variance of the mean estimators of the ensemble:
Two-stage Target and Uncertainty Estimations
The structural or the experimental uncertainty cannot be estimated directly as we do not have access to the true function h(x) or the label noise (x) individually. However, their sum is the difference between the expected error of the mean estimator and its variance:
Given a noisy label and an ensemble estimator, both terms in Eq. 11 are accessible for K ≥ 2.
To estimate the prediction uncertainty forμ(x), we use a neural network U to learn the uncertainty distribution at x by regressing the uncertainty prediction U (x) to the squared errors (y(x) −μ(x)) 2 .
The above two-stage process can be used to solve the estimation problem of Eq. 1 as follows: we first trainμ(x) to predict h(x) from the noisy label y(x), then train U (x) to predict the squared error ofμ(x). The target for U (x) subtracted by 1 K Var[ŷ(x)] approaches the experimental uncertainty when the bias ofμ(x) decreases. Furthermore, the complexity of each network depends on their task. For problems where the true function has complex patterns but the label noise has simpler patterns, a simpler network for U (x) can be used to predict the errors for the complex task.
We note that this is in sharp contrast to (Nix & Weigend, 1994; Kendall & Gal, 2017) which train one (torso) network to the data with two heads: one for the predictionŷ(x) and one for the standard deviationσ 2 (x). We argue that since h(x) and σ 2 (x) are independent quantities, joint estimation would lead to interference between these objectives. We demonstrate that our method can achieve significant bias reduction as well as higher experimental uncertainty prediction accuracy in Section 4.1.
Efficient Inference via Distillation
For efficient inference, we train single networks D µ (x) and D ν (x) to approximateμ(x) andν(x) respectively using distillation (Hinton et al., 2015) .
In sum, we propose a sequential procedure that first estimates the target label as the mean prediction of an ensemble. Parameter uncertainty is now given by 1/K times the variance of the predictions made by the ensemble. We then fit a network U to the prediction errors made by the ensemble mean. We call this the predictive ensemble which contains structural, experimental and parameter uncertainty. Thus subtracting the estimated parameter uncertainty from this quantity, we are left with the sum of the structural and the experimental uncertainties. This quantity is close to the experimental (irreducible, aleatoric) uncertainty if we assume that the bias in our model is small (i.e. if we use highly flexible models in our ensemble).
Experiments
We demonstrate our method on two tasks: curve fitting and MRI reconstruction. Curve fitting is a toy example where the synthetic true function and noise distribution are known. MRI reconstruction is a large scale experiment using realworld data.
Curve Fitting
We use the same synthetic example shown in Section B.1 of (Nix & Weigend, 1994) : given a noisy label y(x) = f (x) + (x), (x) ∼ N (0, σ 2 (x)), we want to estimate the true underlying function f (x) and the noise variance σ 2 (x) for x ∈ [0, π/2], which are:
To create the synthetic training set, in each epoch we randomly sample 1000 points in the interval [0, π/2]. For each point x, we sample the noise (x) from its distribution N (0, σ 2 (x)) R times. Each noise sample r (x) is then added to the true function f (x) to produce a noisy label y r (x). This procedure creates R noisy labels per x.
We use a simple neural network with one hidden layer of 100 units with ReLU non-linearities (Nair & Hinton, 2010) , and optimize using the Adam optimizer (Kingma & Ba, 2015) with learning rate 10 −5 suggested by (Nix & Weigend, 1994) . We train the network for 10000 epochs.
For (Kendall & Gal, 2017) , we additionally use dropout with dropout rate 0.2 after ReLU, and split the last layer into the mean predictionŷ(x) and the log variance s(x) = logσ 2 (x). Since we are predicting two outputs simultaneously, we use 200 hidden units in the network for fairness. We train with the negative Gaussian log-likelihood loss with R labels per x:
During testing, we draw 50 MC dropout samples [ŷ t (x),σ 2 t (x)] to produce the final prediction 1 T tŷ t (x) and the experimental uncertainty 1 T tσ 2 t (x). From Eq. 14, we can show the optimal value forσ 2 (x) is:
This means the optimalσ 2 (x) converges to bias[ŷ(x)] 2 + σ 2 (x) as R → ∞. Figure 1 shows the experimental uncertainty predictionsσ 2 (x) when we increase R from 1 to 100. In each plot, "K & G" is the result from the original method, and "K & G (no bias)" is the result if we replace the predictorŷ(x) with the true function h(x) in Eq. 14. These plots show thatσ 2 (x) in the original method do not converge to σ 2 (x) due to the existence of significant bias.
Based on this observation, we argue that the key to improve the experimental uncertainty prediction is to reduce the bias. Since the true function h(x) and the experimental uncertainty σ 2 (x) are independent quantities, we propose to estimate them sequentially as follows: we first train a network Net h to regress on the true function h(x) from the based on noisy labels y(x). Once Net h is trained, we fix its weights and train a second network Net s to regress on σ 2 (x) from the squared residual ||y(x) −ŷ(x)|| 2 , whereŷ(x) is predicted by Net h .
To be comparable with Eq. 14, we use the MSE loss for the first step. For the second step, since we use a single predictorŷ(x) in this example, we ignore the ensemble variance term in Eq. 11. Then, as each noise r (x) follows a Gaussian distribution N (0, σ 2 (x)), when the bias is small, the squared residual is approximately 2 r (x). This means that ||yr(x)−ŷ(x)|| 2 σ 2 (x) roughly follows a χ 2 1 distribution, and maximizing its log-likelihood with respect to σ 2 (x) gives the same loss as in Eq. 14.
In general, the losses for the two steps depend on the distributions of the true function and the label noise. A benefit of our method is the flexibility to choose each one separately as the two losses are decoupled.
We repeat each experiment 100 times, and plot the mean absolute errors (mean ± std. error) for the biases and experimental uncertainty predictions in Figure 2 . These results show our method can significantly reduce the bias and increase the experimental uncertainty prediction accuracy.
MRI Reconstruction
Our task is to reconstruct the fully-sampled MRIs and estimate the reconstruction uncertainty from the 4-and 8-fold accelerated under-sampled k-space data.
DATASETS
The NYU fastMRI dataset is the first large-scale release of the raw MRI data, which currently contains knee and brain MRIs (Zbontar et al., 2018) . The knee dataset contains both single-and multi-coil MRIs. We use the multi-coil one as it is more clinically relevant (Zbontar et al., 2018) . The brain dataset contains T1 weighted, T2 weighted and FLAIR multi-coil images, and we use the FLAIR subset. 
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
We train our estimatorsμ(x) andν(x) using a similar method as in (Lakshminarayanan et al., 2017) , which is to train an ensemble of K = 5 models, where each uses the entire training set with a different initialization. We train the network U (x) to predict the absolute error |y(x) −μ(x)| using the normalized MSE (NMSE) loss 2 . Further, we train the distilled networks D µ (x) and D ν (x) using the L 1 and NMSE losses respectively.
We use two current state-of-the-art methods as baselines: the MC dropout (Gal & Ghahramani, 2016) with dropout rate 0.1 and 0.2, and the deep ensemble (Lakshminarayanan et al., 2017) with and without the adversarial training. Each method represents the predictive uncertainty using the model variance. To measure the prediction error, we use the absolute error between the true target and a model's reconstruction. Since all predictive uncertainties are in the squared image space, we compare the square root of each to their true prediction error.
Each baseline predictive uncertainty may have a different scale than their true prediction error. Thus, to be fair, we calibrate their uncertainty using 10-fold cross validation.
In each iteration, we use one fold as the test set and the remaining as the training set. We perform the following optimization step on the training set: min α i (d i − αu i ) 2 , where i is the pixel index, d the true absolute error and u the predictive uncertainty. We then multiply the optimal α to the predictive uncertainties in the test set for calibration. The optimal value for α can be computed analytically as
i . FastMRI's train and validation sets provide fully-sampled kspace data, but the test set does not. Since the fully-sampled k-space data are required to evaluate the prediction error estimates, we train all methods on the training set and report results on the validation set.
An U-net (Ronneberger et al., 2015) implementation was provided by Facebook as the baseline for the fastMRI chal-lenge 3 . It uses a weighted zero-filled image as input and trains with the L 1 loss.
The winning solution 4 in both 4-and 8-fold multi-coil tracks of the challenge is the Adaptive-CS-Net by Pezzotti et al. (Pezzotti et al., 2019) . It uses the uncropped k-space data as input and trains with a weighted sum of Multiscale-SSIM and L 1 loss. We implement a smaller version of their model without the fine-tuning step. Training a single model takes 3 days on 2 Nvidia GV100 GPUs.
For ease of comparison, we implement all methods based on the U-net and use the same training procedure provided by the challenge: we train 40 epochs with the initial learning rate 0.001, then multiply the learning rate by 0.1 and train for an additional 10 epochs. We use 64 as the initial number of channels, and do not use dropout (except for MC dropout) or weight decay. The official implementation uses the validation set during training for model selection, but since we treat the validation set as our test set, we use the model at the end of training as the final model. Further, it uses the RMSProp optimizer (Tieleman & Hinton, 2012) , which we replace with Adam (Kingma & Ba, 2015) .
To demonstrate the adaptability of our method, we report the results of our method on both the U-net and the Adaptive-CS-Net.
In sum, all U-net based methods have the same number of parameters, except for the deep ensemble, which uses twice the number of parameters as it has a two-head prediction architecture. Table 3 and 4 (µ ± σ) show the reconstruction and uncertainty prediction accuracy using the U-net and Adaptive-CS-Net on the two fastMRI multi-coil datasets. We divide all U-net based methods into two sections based on the number of models used for target predictions. For MC dropout (p=0.1 / 0.2) and our distillation methods, there is only one model to make predictions, and therefore their results will be less accurate than the ensemble-based methods in the other section, which are the deep ensemble (+ AT) and our full method.
For MRI reconstructions, we report the results using NMSE, PSNR and SSIM metrics following (Zbontar et al., 2018) . For uncertainty predictions, we use both the absolute error metrics L 1 and MSE as well as the relative error metric NMSE. Also following (Zbontar et al., 2018) , we highlight the best mean prediction result in each category.
We achieve good performance in MRI reconstructions, where we have the best results in 6/12 categories on the knee, and 10/12 on the FLAIR brain datasets. For uncertainty predictions, we have 10/12 best results on the knee, and 7/12 best results on the FLAIR brain datasets. In particular, we beat all baseline methods on the relative error metric by large margins.
For Adaptive-CS-Net, we achieve much stronger reconstruction results than all U-net based models despite having the smallest number of model parameters. For uncertainty predictions, Table 4 shows using the Adaptive-CS-Net to predict its ensemble mean error or distillation error is much more effective than using U-net.
Lastly, Figure 3 shows an example of a random knee MRI from the validation set and different types of uncertainties. We reconstruct the target using an ensemble from the 8-fold accelerated k-space data. The true total error is the squared difference between the target and the ensemble mean. Since the true total error is noisy, we apply a Gaussian filter for smoothing. Our predicted total error is the third image, and the parameter uncertainty the fourth. The last image is the difference between the predicted total error and the parameter uncertainty. By Eq. 11, it approximates the sum of structural and experimental uncertainties. We can see these plots have different highlights, e.g., the white dot at the lower left.
Conclusions
In this work, we introduced an uncertainty quantification method based on the bias-variance decomposition. We showed how to apply this method to deep ensembles, and how to extract parameter uncertainty as well as experimental uncertainty (if the bias can be made small). The proposed two-stage procedure where we first fit a prediction model and then a separate model to predict the total uncertainty of this predictor leads to significant reduction in bias and better uncertainty prediction.
Our method shows strong adaptability to different models, is easy to implement and requires no modification to the prediction model. Lastly, we believe that we clarified some uncertainty quantification terminologies used in the existing papers and possible some misconceptions about epistemic uncertainty. For future work, we would like to further improve our method by taking into the account the parameter uncertainty in our prediction uncertainty network U , possible by also representing that with an ensemble. In addition, we like to apply these ideas to classification tasks. Table 3 . Reconstruction prediction results on the validation set for the knee and FLAIR brain multi-coil tasks. The best mean predictions are in bold.
